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FLEXIBILITY

The FIXUS66 Elbow fixator extends the range of 
the FIXUS66 System to allow for treatment of post-
traumatic elbow stiffness, stabilisation after elbow-
implant surgery, as well as acute elbow trauma.  

The FIXUS66 ELBOW  relies on the benefits of the 
basic FIXUS66 system with its lightweight,  versatile 
and easy to use system.  As all the Fixus External 
Fixation systems, the FIXUS 66 Elbow can be used 
either as a monolateral or bilateral configuration.

The Elbow hinge for the FIXUS66 is designed to 
absorb all force during flexion and extension while 
securing a stable system around the pin sides and 
maintaining a stable axis. 

FIXUS66 ELBOW

TraUma & OrThOpEdIc EXTErnaL FIXaTIOn

215o movement possibility

3D adjustable

Stepless angular restriction

designed for maximum precision and Stability
Double targeting
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•	 FIXUS66’s stability, versatility and ease of use 
•	 Double (radiolucent) targeting device to find 

the anatomical joint axis
•	 Allows for controlled distraction of the joint
•	 Full range of motion to place the pins in a 

variaty of possitions to avoid nerve damage
•	 Allows for fully controlled and lockable motion 

of -90o till 125o (215o)
•	 Accepts 3.0 till 6.0mm pins

FEaTurEs and BEnEFITs

PrECIsIOn

The FIXUS66 Elbow fixator has a unique way to 
target the anatomical joint axis in the humerus. 
Where conventional systems rely on one target 
device, Fixus has designed a double targeting 
device for even better and quicker placement. This 
allows for quicker placement and less adjusting to 
find the right axis for smooth rotational motion. 

COMPrEssIOn/dIsTraCTIOn

Add one or more FIXUS66 CD devices to allow 
the elbow fixator to perform joint distraction or 
joint fusion. Distraction or compression can be 
performed at the proximal or distal side, individually 
or combined. 

TraUma & OrThOpEdIc EXTErnaL FIXaTIOn

YOUr DISTrIBUTOr:

description
FIXUS66 ELBOW ASSEMBLY
FIXUS66 ELBOW UNIT
FIXUS66 DELTA CD
FIXUS66 CD DEVICE

art. code
FIX66500A
FIX66300M
FIX66300O
FIX66200F

PrOduCTs

sTEPLEss aGuLar rEsTrICTIOn

With the FIXUS66 elbow it is possible to fully restrict 
the motion of movement, or when allowed give the 
patient a ristricted range of motion.


